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Abstract. Compilation is another c’rategy for pattern matching implementation. In a first step, 
patterns are translated in a pror Am in which backtracking is performed by simple jumps. Then, 
at run time, only message parsing is done. Code for a pattern is inductively built from elementary 
pattern co& according to the syntax. A formal model describes our compilation process and 
leads us to implement a single pass compiler. 
Plasma is a lambda-language based on the message-passing concept. It is a 
sequential implementation of the actor model of cc=zsutation defined by C. 
In this model, actors are independent entities co mmTuni;,:ating by message-passing 
and a set of actors is presented as a society of cooperating experts for problem-solving 
WI . 
Plasma differs from other applicative languages like Lisp by some original features 
like pattern-matching, closures and contina:ations. Pattern-matching and closures 
create envirok:.%ents. A receiver actor is a closure. It is both composed by a “definition 
environment” representing its acquaintances about the external world, and by a 
“script” which describes the actor’s behavior. The script is also composed by a 
“pattern” which is a symbolic representation of the set of messages that the actor 
can accept and by a “body” describing the actor’s answer to the accepted message. 
To decide if an actor may accept or reject the message that it receives, a well-known 
technique is used, called “pattern matching”. Plasma pattern matching is a very 
powerful mechanism allowing both to perform message selection and to build an 
environment in which the message matches the pattern. If the message sent mate 
the pattern, pattern matching * ct_3cceeds and the actor’s body is evaluate 
definition environment increased by the resulti 
otherwise it fails. Plasma pattern matching is present 
Plasma pattern matching subsumes pal-anreter bi 
structure. The actor “cases” is compose 
patterns are allowed to overlap. The co 
of receivers actors 
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Several implementations of Plasma have heen reaaized [6, 183 and a virtual 
machine, called LILA (Language for Implementation of Applicati\:es Languages), 
was &signed to suppwt the Plasma interpreter and to ubsume p~ortability [ 11, 191. 
The framework of this work is the definition and the in~l,lernentatio1:I of an efficient, 
complete and portable system for actor programming. Thus, a concurrent 
implementation, called ALl, of the actor model has been realized [I!!) and a compiler 
for Plasma actors is currently being developed aild is devoted to able xtended to the 
concurrent system. So, the pattern compiler is one ilmportam component of this 
Plasma compiler. We present in this paper the basic prnciples for achieving Plasma 
pattern compilation. 
For us, pattern compilation means a translation of an expression in a language 
into a semantically equivalent expression in a target interme&ate language. Our 
translation process transforms any Plasma pattern ints a LILA program. To keep 
this presentation quite clear, we shall not give the resulting code in LILA but in a 
sequential pseudo-code like an assembly language, with conditionals and jumps CO 
symbolic labels, manipulating a dotted-pair memory (:i:hat can be straight rewriled 
in LILA or even in Lisp). Moreover, we shall only des tribe the translation process 
for main Plasma patterns and we shall not deal with particular Plasma patterns 
such as anonymous, logical or applying predicates patterns. Of course, our 
implementation deals with these patterns. 
In Section 3, we discuss pattern matching implemenration. We present the prin- 
cipal ideas of our method to compile a sequence (Sec:iion 4), an intersection (Section 
5) and a union (Section 6) of patterns; we show riow compiled code results from 
a simple composition of each sub-pattern code, and that compilation of patterns 
also assumes the alternative structure compilation. We show, in Section 7, how a 
single pass compiler results from a formal model describing our method. In con- 
clusion, we discuss code efficiency and optimizations. 
This paper is a synthesis of our works about compilation of Pla.sma patterns [2-41. 
About compilation of patterns, we must mention works of E~manuelson and 
araldsson (Lisp code fcr a pattern is obtained by partial evaluation of a Lisp 
pattern matching interpreter [7, 8]), a method for compilation of* pattern matching 
iI1 case-expression [5] and for Miranda alternative structure [ 172. 
atter 
Plasma pattern matching is a second order semi-unification. It is an asymmetrical 
unification process (semi-unification) taking two terms: a pattern with variables and 
a message which does not contain any variable. 
elementary patterns using the syntactic 
operators brackets 
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[Pl...Pn] is the ordered sequence, (AND PI...Pn) the intersection and ( 
the union of PI, . . . , RI. 
A message can be (induclive definition) a constant or a sequence of messages. A 
pattern can be an eiementary or a composed pat:.ern, Let us give a grammar for 
main patterns: 
(Elementary-Pattern) -+ constant 
(Elemerltary-Pattern) + : identifier 
(Elementary-Pattern) + !: identifier 
(Composed-Pattern) + [(Sequence-Pattern)] 
(Composed-Pattern) + (AND (And-Pattern)) 
(Composed-Pattern) + (QR (Or-Pattern)) 
(Sequence-Patte .I) + (Composed-Pattern){ Sequence-Pattern) 
{Sequence-Pattern) + (Element;sry-Pattern#equence-Pattern) 
(Sequence-Pattern} + 1 
(And-Pattern) 3 (Composed-Pattern)(And-Pattern) 
(And-Pattern) + 1 
(Or-Pattern) + $omposed-Pattern)(Or-Pattern) 
(Or-Pattern} + 1 
Ramark. Syntactically, (And-Pattern) and (Or-Pattern) are equivalent. But, we give 
for them different productions because we further attach different semantic rules to 
these productions. 
A simple variable is denoted by :identifier and a segment variable by !:identifier. 
Any variable can be repeated in the pattern. Segment variables can be linked with 
an any-length eegment of the message (second order). So, pattern matching is very 
powerful but MO complex and expensive because segment variables involve non- 
determinism in the search of the envirorolent. 
nition. A substltutioa S is a set of Kndings between variables of a pattern and 
non-overlapprng parts af a message. The corre,;ponding substitution function S is 
such as S( Pa&tern) = Message. Patter,1 matching function can be considered as the 
reciprocal function of the szbstitutijn [6]. 
~~~it~o~. Pattern platching succeeds if and o:lly if such a substitution exists 
otherwise rt fails. 
efinition. The didnguished shwt Irej’t su>stituGon k the first 
y traversing both the pattern :lnd the messa%: from left to r 
The resulting envirmmwnt of the Flasma pattern matching is the distin- 
oti leCf substitutio/a. 
to present what is ext 
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&&ion. A message M match a sequence of patterns [ Pl...Pn] iff 
~S/[S(Pl)S(P2)...S(Fn)l= M. 
Many pattern matching examples are presented in [d, 10, 121. We onlly want to 
show here the great power of expression that the use of segment vartables offer and 
how they allow any complex data structure to be easily decomposed. 
Example. [l 2 31 matches [:A !: B] and the resulting environment is {( A.l)( B.[2 31)). 
[ :A !: B] decomposes a sequence in cot and cdr. 
xamsle. [ 1 2 33 matches [ !:A :B] and gives ((A.11 2])( B-3)). B is bound with the 
last element of the message. 
xa e. [4 5 6 5 4) matches [ !:A :D !:B :D !: C]. Pattern matching resulting 
environment is the short left substitution (\A.[ ])( 0.4)( B.[5 6 S])( C.[ 1)). Another 
substitution is {(A.[4])(DS)( B.[6])( C.[4])). 
The search of the pattern matching environment is performed by traversing both 
the pattern and the message from left to right. A segment variable is first bound 
with [ ] (O-length segment). The process keeps a way to increase the bound segment 
and resume itself (backtrack point), and goes on with the message and the following 
of the pattern. If the process further fails, it is resumed at this backtrack paint. 
Otherwise, it stops when a first substitution is found. An algorithmic definition of 
pattern matching i*, given in 19, 16, 181. 
le. A last example to show that backtracking must sometimes be performed 
in sub-patterns: [[ 1 2 3 412 31 matches [[ !:A !:X !: B] !:X] and the matching environ- 
ment KU~l)(X.~2 31)U3.[41)) is obtained after a long and expensive search. 
. The Plasma pattern matching algorithm can easily be extended to compute 
the distinguished long (last) left substitution or even the set of all substitutions. 
M matches an interqection of patterns (AND Pl . ..Pn) iff 3 S a substitu- 
*UPI, S(R)=M. 
xa e. [a], [a a], [a...a] matches (AND [:A !:B] [!:C :A]), Va. 
nitio matches a union of patterns (OR Pl . ..Pn) iff 3i, 1~ i s n/‘dj, % s j < i, 
M does not match Pj but matches Pi. 
e. Any sequence of 1,2 or 3 elements matches (OR [:A] [:A : 
atching [l [2 331 with this pattern produces {(A.l)( B.[2 31)). 
erators are not corn 
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the environment, is not always the same (see the next example). OR patterns are 
allowed to overlap and so top-down ordering is necessary. 
[ 1 2] matches (AND [ !:A !:B] [ !:B !:A]) and gives {(A.[ ])( B.[l 21)) 
[l 23 matches (AND [!:B !:A] [!:A !:B]) and gives {(I%[ ])(A.[1 21)) 
[ 121 matches (0 [:A :B] [:A !: B]) and gives {(A.l)( 8.2)) 
[ 121 matches (OR [:A !: B] [:A : B]) and gives {( 
m~lementation of t 
As the grammar for tiatterns defines a programming lanpua;:, a pattern can be 
regarded as a program and a message as a data to be applied to this program. Thus, 
two modes of implementation are possible. 
!n the classical implementation, the pattern matching process is an interpreter, 
parsing both the pattern and the message to compute the environment. A stack is 
useful to save any context that could eventually be necessary to resume the process 
if it fails. For each point of choice, the context which must describe the pattern 
matching current state (remainder of the pattern, remainder of the message and 
current environment), is pushed on the stack. Thus, backtracking is performed by 
restoring the last context pushed on the stack. Actually, the last context pushed on 
the stack is the current process failure continuation. The initial context pushed on 
the stack is the nattern matching failure continuation. The search of the environment 
corresponds to a depth-first traversal of the search tree. 
We propose another strategy’ the patter& is given to a pattern compiler which 
produces a szznsntically equivalent code. At run time, this sode is run and performs 
the message andlysi:, only. This is a sort of currying process: 
Pattern-matching( P, M) = [ Pattern-compiler( P)][ M]. 
aence of patterns 
Code for a pattern must decompose the message in left-tight order, in the same 
way as the pattern matching interpreter. The interpreter preserves all the information 
about matching by pushing the description of every point of choice on t 
The stack is cleared out only when a definitive success occurs. hen it is fully 
developed, the stack contains a desc 
tions are ordered historically from th 
code execution simulates the movement of the stack: information for backtracking 
is held by the code itself and the structure of the co as t e 
of the fully developed stack [3]. 
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For traversing the message (i.e. implemented like a Lisp S-expression) we shall 
use car and cdr Lisp-like primitives. The constructed environment is represented 
by a set of variables Pointing on the data message. One variable, A, corresponds to 
a pattern simple variable :A and two ones, A- begin and A-end, correspond to a 
segment variable !:A. Let [ Ml...Mi...Mj...Mn] be the message; !:A is bound with 
[ Mi...Mj] iff A-begin points on [ Mi...Mj... Mu] and A-end points on [ Mj + l... Mn]. 
Therefore, !:A is bound with [ ] ifI A-begin and A-end are both pointing on the 
same element. Pointers on the message are also useful for nested message processing 
(M-cdr) and multiple message analysis (M-save). 
Thus, compilation changes any Plasma pattern into a set of pointers and into a 
program in an intermediate language computing their values. 
In the following examples, M represents the current status of the message, 
“‘back-to-?” is the name of the current backtrack label, “failure” is a label where 
pattern matching failure continuation is performed (“failure” is the initial backtrack 
label). Matching success continuation is the implicit continuation of the pregram. 
4.1. Code for [...A...] (A is a constant) 
. . . 
if M = [ ] goto back-to-? 
if car(M) # A goto back-to-? 
M := cdr( M) 
. . . 
4.2. Code for [...:A...] Cf;rst occurrence of :A) 
=.. 
if M = [ ] goto back-to-? 
A:=car(M) 
M:=cdr(M) 
. . . 
4.3. Code for [...I A...] (second occurrence of : A) 
if M r= [ ] golo back-to-? 
if A # car(M) goto back-to-? 
M:=cdr(M) 
4.4. Code for [ . ..!.A...] (Jrst occurrence) 
; Initiaiiy A is bound with [ ] 
. 
9 g fai 
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if A-end = [ ] goto back-to-? ; A-binding is modified if possi 
A-end := cdr(A-end) ; if not, another backtrack is done 
M := A-end 
going-on-A ; backtracking must now be 
. . . ; performed at back-to-A 
4.5. Cde for [ . ..C P...] ( where C P is a composed pattern) 
. . . 
if M = [ ] goto back-to-? 
M-cdr := cdr( M) 
M:=car(M) 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
M := M-cdr 
. . . 
; code for the nested pattern CP 
; where M is the message and 
; where M-cdr does not appear 
; Matching goes on with CP resulting 
; environment. Here, the backtrack 
; point is the last in CP code. 
In this way, code for any pattern is linear, even if it is a several level nested pattern. 
4.6 STgde for any sequence of patterns 
~4 backtrack point in the code is represented by a “back-to-?‘ label. When pattern 
matching fail?,, it must be resumed at the previous point of choice. As code for a 
pattern must parse the message from left to right, sub-pattern codes must be 
composed in left-right order. Then, the backtrack point is obviously the previous 
one in tint- cc2de. Code is run sequentially and so backtracking is performed by 
simple backwards jumps to the previous backtrack point in the code. 
Correspording to the syntactic operator [... J, the semantic code constructor 
operator is the left-right concatenation. Code for 1-1 sequence of patterns results from 
the simple concatenation of each pattern code. This concatenation creates a string 
of backtrack points. 
Several examples of generated code are given in [3] and [4]. We only give one 
simple example here to show code composition. 
le. Code for [ !:A : B] 
is not a sequence goto failure 
;a 
;a 
;a 
;a 
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if A-end = [ ] goto Failure 
A-end:= cdr(A-end) 
1Lj := A- HIti 
going-on-A 
if M = [ ] goto back-to-A 
B:=car(M) 
M := cdr( M) 
if M # [ ] goto back-to-A 
end. 
; Cl for !:A 
;LJ 
;O 
;O 
;O 
; 0 Code for :B 
;O 
5. Corn g an intersectio 
To match (AND PI...&), as a variable can appear both in pi + 1 and in (AND 
Pl...R), Vi, matching pi+ 1 begins with (AND Pl...R) pattern matching resulting 
environment. If it fails, the process must be resumei at the last backtrack point in 
(AND Pl...PQ. 
As AND is not commutative, code for an intersection of patterns must be the 
left-right concatenation of each pattern code. Then, in the same way as for a sequence 
of patterns, initial backtracking in pi + 1 code is performed by a jump to the last 
backtrack point in pi code. 
AND semantic operator performs left-right concatenation but also adds statelnents 
to save and restore the message. 
e. Code for (AND Pl P2). Let Pl and P2 be two patterns and “back-to-l” 
backtrack point in Pl code. 
begin 
M-save := M ; M is preserved 
. . . ;m 
back-to-l ; Cl Code for Pl 
. . . ;a 
M := M-save ; M is restored 
. . . ;O 
. . . ; 0 Code for P2 
if...goto back-to-l ; 0 
. . . ;Q 
end. 
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each pattern code, initial backtracking in fi is performed by a forward jump to the 
beginning of pa’+ 1 code. So, Pi failure continuation is pi + I code beginning, and 
pi success continuation is “success”, a label where the matching success continuation 
is performed. 
Thus, OR semantic operator performs left-right concatenation, message preserv- 
ing, but also implements the success continuation by adding a label and ap 
jumkJ. 
Compiling [(OR Pl P2) P3] sets problems [4] but can be rewritten in 
(OR [ Pl P3] [ P2 PS]) and then compiled. 
ple. Code for (OR Pl P2). 
6.2. Code fsu (CASES (Pl Bodyl)...(Pn Bodyn)) 
The alternative structure can be compiled like a union of patterns. It differs only 
from the matching success continuation of H which is the beginning of 
new semantic operator for cases code construction assumes this modification. 
begin 
M-save := M 
. . . 
if...goto begin-2 
. . . 
if...goto begin-2 
. . . 
goto success 
begin-2 
:= M-save 
. . . 
if...goto failure 
..e 
if...goto failure 
. . . 
success 
;M 
;n 
;@ 
;o 
;a 
;o 
is preserved 
Code for Pl 
; M is restored 
;o 
;o 
; 0 Code for P2 
;o 
;o 
As patterns are inductively built from elementary patterns using the syntactic 
operators brackets, AN 
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Because of backtrack points and repetition of variables, sub-patterns must be 
compiled in left-right order. Resulting sub-codes are then composed as previously 
described. However, VK think that a preparatory pass on the pattern could make 
sub-pattern compilation processes independent. Then, we can imagine that sub- 
patterns could be compiled in parallel. This can be an important property if several 
passes are usefui (see Sections 8.2 and 8.3). 
7.1. First implemen la tiorrZ 
In our first implementation, the pattern compiler is derived from a pattern 
matching interpreter. There, message parsing actions are replaced by generating 
code actions. Therefore, we define a pattern compiier that performs a single top-down 
analysis of the pattern, as the interpreter [15]. This compiler is a Plasma actor, using 
pattern matching to decompose the pattern [2, 31. 
7.2. A formal model 
The translation mechanism can be descri%J using a formalism well-adapted to 
compilation, the attribute formalism [ 1, 131. Compilation consists of annotating 
each node of the pattern syntactic tree with semantic quantities by computing 
semantic rules. 
Our model is given in the Appendix. As inherited attribute values depend only 
on the values of the left siblings at a node, our grammar is left attrtbuted. Left 
attributed grammars have the important property that one depth-first traversal of 
the parse tree is enough to compute the attribute values [l]; semantic rules can be 
evaluated during parsing and so our model defines a single-pass compiler [4]. 
7.3. Second impZemen tation 
FNC is a metacompiler operating on the class of strongly non-circular attributed 
grammars. It takes a grammar for patterns, a set of attributes and a set of semantic 
rules, and produces a Lisp program which performs the single-pass compilation of 
patterns. 
7.4. Extensions 
As code for patterns is obtained in a very modular way, the pattern compiler 
maintenance is easy; it can be extended to deal with particular Plasma patterns like 
anonymous variables or applying predicate patterns. Moreover, it could be easily 
modified to produce a code computing the long left substitution or all the substitu- 
tions. 
8.1. Code eficiency 
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of nested pattern). Pointers are stored into registers and so running code does not 
involve the target machine garbage collector. 
To perform pattern matching, only message parsing is done. No other recursive 
call is necessary and the stack useful for t”^e IIG interpreter can be removed. The process 
can easily be resumed by doing simple jumps in a linear code (compilation transforms 
any nested structure into a linear one). 
Realized tests have shown that compiled pattern matching runs generally 4-8 
times faster than interpreted pattern matching. Nevertheless, backtracking in a 
sequence of patterns and cases pattern matching can sometimes be improved. 
8.2. Backtracking optimization 
First, we want ts avoid generation of unnecessary backtrack points; when a 
segment variable is tt, last element of a sequence, no backtrack point is generated. 
pie. Code for [:A !: B] 
begin 
if M is not a sequence got0 failure 
if M = [ ] got0 failure ;O 
A:= car(M) ; Cl Code for :A 
M := cdr(M) ;a 
B-begin := M ; 0 Code 
B-2nd := nil ; 0 for !:B 
end. 
Then, we remark that a jump to the previous backtrack label in the code of a 
sequence ef pItterns is not always the most efficient way to perform backtracking. 
xamgle. Let [ !:X I[!: Y ?Z] 3 !: T] be a pattern. Efficient backtracking for 3 or !: T 
must be performed by a jump to back-to-X and not by a jump to back-to-Y. 
In a sequtnce of patterns, efficient backtracking for a constant, a sequence of 
patterns or even a first occurrence cf a variable, must be performed by a jump to 
the backtrack point corresponding to the left-most variable among the previous 
segment variables at the same level. Backtracking for a second occurrence of a 
variable must bc performed by a jump in the linear code to the same backtrack 
label as the first occurrence, however the first occurrence is nested. IImplementing 
this improvement would change our method for backtrac ilation a lot; for 
any pattern, the corresponding backtracking label wou 
liminary pass before code generation. 
E3. Cases optimization 
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repetition of the same tests. An alternative structure is composed by an ordered 
successiou of patterns. There, patterns beginning in the same way are grouped 
together [ 171. Each group is an ordered succession of overlapping patterns. Whereas 
a union of patterns is not commutative, two adjacent groups can be exchange 
because they do not overlap. This can allow exchanged groups to be grouped together 
with their new adjoining group. Then, the common beginning is factorized and the 
process is repeated in all the groups. When the alternative structure is wholly 
rewritten in such a manner, it is compilea as previously described. 
(OR 1 [:X !: Y :X !:Z] [ ] [:X I: Y 121) 
a (OR1 
(OR [:X !: Y :X !:Z] [ ] [:X !: Y 1 21)) 
=B (OR1 
[(OR ![:X !: Y :X !:L] ![ ] ![:X !: Y 1 2])]) 
![...I denotes a succession (but not a sequence) of patterns 
=B (OR1 
NOR !I 1 
(OR ![:X !: Y :X !:Z] ![:X !: Y 1 2]))]) 
--4\ (OR1 
[(OR VI 1 
![:X (OR ![!: Y :X !:Z] ![!: Y 1 23)-j)]) 
The process is stopped, even if [ !: Y :X !:Z] and [ !: Y 1 21 begins in the same 
way. Segment variables cannot be factorized: rewriting (OR [:1X !: Y :X !:Z] 
[:X !: Y 1 21) in [:X !: Y (OR ![:X !:Z] ![l 2])] and compiling it, would change the 
semantic because backtracking in ![:X !:Z] would be falsely performed in ![ 1 21 (if 
a union of ![. . .] is compiled like any union of sequences). Matching this pattern 
with [2 1 21 would give {(X.2)( K[ 1)) instead of {(X.2)( Y[ l])(Z.[ I)}. Thus, regroup- 
ing concerns only univocal patterns. 
List of attributes: 
E synthesized, code at a node 
for label manipulation 
iaae attribute for symbol manipulation 
rrent ba 
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List of Junctions: 
- 61 generates code for a constant as described in Section 4.1 
- 62 generates code for a simple variable as described in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 
- G3 generates code for a segment variable as decribed in Section 4.4 
- 11 performs code concatenation 
- Newlabel creates a new label 
- Newsym creates a new symbol 
- Union performs union upon sets. 
Abbreuia tions : 
- EP for Elementary-Pattern 
- CP for Composed-Pattern 
- SP for Sequence-Patt _n 
- AP for And-Pattern 
- OP for Or-Pattern. 
Semantic Rules : 
(I) EP.SCODE:= Gl(constant, EP.HBACK) 
EP.SBACK:= EP.HBACK 
EP.SSET:= EP.HSET 
(2) EP.SCODE:= G2(identifier, EP.HSET, EP.HBACK) 
EP.SBACK:= EP.HBACK 
EP.SSET:= Union<{identifier), EP.HSET) 
(3) EP.SCODE:= G3(identifier, EP.HSET, EP.HBACK, EP. SBACK) 
EP.SBACK := Newlabel 
EP.SSET:= Union({identifier}, EP.HSET) 
(4) CP.SC21)QE := {if M is not a sequence goto CP.HBACK} 11 SP.SCODE 11 
:;f M #- [ ] goto W.SZXCK} 
CP.SBACK:= SP.SBACK 
SP.HBACK:= CP.HBACK 
CP.SSET:= SP.SSET 
SP.HSE’?:= CP.HSET 
(5) CP.SCtiDE:= {AP.HSYMB:= M} 11 AP.SCO 
AP.HSYMB := Newsym 
CP.SBACK := AP.SBACK 
AP HBACK:= CP.HBACK 
CP.SSET:= AP.SSET 
:= (OP.HSYMB:= 
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(7) SPl.SCODE:= {if M = [ 1 goto SPl.HBACK; SPl.HSYMB:= cdr(M); 
IV! :- car( 44)) 11 CP.SCODE 11 
{N := SPl.HSYMB} 11 SP2.SCODE 
SPl.HSYMB:= Newsym 
SPl.SBACK:= SP2.SBACK 
CP.HBACK:= SPl.HBACK 
SP2.HBACK:= CP.SBACK 
SPl.SSET:= SP2.SSET 
CP.HSET:= SPl.HSET 
SP2.HSET:= CP.SSET 
(8) SPl .SCODE := EP.SCODE 11 SP2.SCODE 
SPl.SBACK:= SP2.SBACK 
EP.HBACK:= SPl.HBACK 
SP2.HBACK:= EP.SBACK 
SPl .SSET:= SP2.SSET 
EP.HSET:= SPl.HSET 
SP2.HSET:= EP.SSET 
(9) SP.SCODE:= ( ) 
SP.SBACK:= SP.HBACK 
SP.SSET:= SP.HSET 
(10) APl.SCODE := CP.SCODE II {M := APi.HSYMB} 11 AP2.SCODE 
AP2.HSYMB:= APl.HSYMB 
APl.SBACK:= AP2.SBACK 
CP.HBACK:= APl.HBACK 
AP2.HBACK:= CP.SBACK 
(11) AP.SCODE := ( } 
AP.SBACK:= AP.HBACK 
AP.SSET:= AP.HSET 
(12) OPl.SCODE:= CP.SCODE 11 {goto OPl.HLAB; CP.HBACK; 
1M := OPl.HSYMB} 11 OP2.SCODE 
CP.HBACK:= Newlabel 
SET:= OPl.HSET 
OP2.HLAB:= OPl.HLAB 
SYMB:= OPl.FW.‘MB 
BACK:= OPl.HBACK 
SET:= OPl.HSET 
E:= (goto OPHBACK}. 
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